Medico-legal risks associated with fragmented care in general practice

Fragmented patient care can lead to missed diagnoses, inappropriate prescribing and failure of preventive medicine.

"Continuity of care" refers to the holistic management of a patient by a single practitioner, or a well integrated network of practitioners in close communication. The definition of fragmented care is not established, but here we consider it to be three or more different general practitioners managing the same underlying condition or presenting complaint.

There is a substantial body of literature that demonstrates the benefit of care continuity with respect to patient satisfaction, reduced mortality and reduced avoidable hospitalisation. However, we know that despite its importance, continuity of care with one practitioner is often lacking (Box 1), and the risks associated with fragmented care are not well described.

In this case review, we used the medico-legal case files from the largest Australian medical defence organisation (Avant Mutual) in an attempt to identify the underlying contributors to, and negative consequences of, fragmented care.

Avant Mutual case files are a mix of complaints to Australian medical regulators, compensation claims alleging medical negligence, and coroners’ cases. Case files from the past 5 years were filtered for cases in which multiple doctors were considered to have contributed to the adverse outcome. This produced 45 case files, which were reviewed in full to determine inclusion criteria (three or more GPs involved in the adverse outcome). Fourteen cases were relevant and included in our analysis. Ethics approval was granted by the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners National Research and Evaluation Ethics Committee (HREA ID JM03085).

Our review revealed three key areas where fragmented care was associated with adverse outcomes:

- delayed or missed diagnoses;
- inappropriate prescribing; and
- failure of preventive medicine.

### Delayed or missed diagnoses

In multiple cases, serious conditions were diagnosed late in their natural history, following fragmented care. In some cases, upwards of ten GPs were involved. We identified common themes in pathology, patient and clinician factors.

**Pathology factors**

Missed pathology reflected a difficult triad of features. In most cases, the pathology was uncommon or rare. It had a natural history defined by slow, insidious evolution of symptoms; and the symptom profile was non-specific, with the result that symptoms were easily attributable to more common, less serious pathologies.

**Patient factors**

Patients involved often had multiple comorbidities and polypharmacy, including active mental health issues, chronic pain and substance misuse. The difficult dynamics of these consultations appeared magnified when multiple GPs were involved, each attempting to contribute to complex management of chronic conditions. Occasionally this was coupled with challenging patient behaviours, increasing the temptation for a shorter consultation and “moving the patient on” to their “usual” GP.

**Clinic factors**

A number of clinician factors contributed to missed or delayed diagnosis (Box 2).

**Failure to notice clinical warning signs.** With the benefit of hindsight, warning signs were often missed at some point during the patient’s consultations. However, the individual GP was often one of between five and 15 different GPs who had seen the patient with a similar presenting complaint. The same benign pathology had been ascribed to the presenting complaint many times before, suggesting that the power of thought anchoring was likely to be strong, and the warning signs were missed when they appeared.

**Failure to reassess diagnosis when treatment was not effective.** Persistence with the same diagnosis and same mode of treatment, in the absence of any improvement in signs or symptoms, was a common feature; for example, a persistent chronic cough still considered infectious after months of antibiotic therapy. This represented “premature closure” — the failure to consider other possibilities once an initial diagnosis has been reached, which is one of the most common cognitive causes of diagnostic error.

Fragmentation may amplify the risk of premature

---

**Table 1: Estimated average number of different general practitioners seen, by attendance, 2012–13**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GP attendance group (visits/year)</th>
<th>Average number of GPs seen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very high* (≥ 20)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent* (12–19)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above average (6–11)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasional (4–5)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (1–3)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Very high and frequent GP attenders constitute 12.9% of Australians.
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Clinician factors contributing to delayed or missed diagnosis

1. **Failure to recognize clinical warning signs**
2. **Failure to consider differential diagnoses**
3. **Focus on symptom management**
4. **False reassurance by involvement of secondary care**
5. **Failure to review the diagnosis when treatment is ineffective**
6. **False reassurance derived from involvement of secondary care**

Delayed diagnosis

- Closure, if one GP among many does not perceive that it is their responsibility to re-open the differential diagnosis. Notably lacking from the medical records in our cases was a list of differential diagnoses, despite research suggesting that failure to document a differential diagnosis in the primary care setting is associated with missed diagnoses. 8

- Focus on treating the presenting symptom. Pain, often chronic, was a frequent presenting symptom. A good example is severe back pain, thought to be musculoskeletal, where the consultations focus on pain management and not the underlying diagnosis.

- False reassurance derived from involvement of secondary care. There was a recurrent theme that once the patient had been seen in secondary level care, including emergency, there was an assumption by the primary care doctor that a thorough work-up had excluded serious pathology. In reality, this was often not the case.

- Failure to acknowledge results of tests or investigations. Of concern, there were several examples where imaging or investigations had been appropriately ordered by a GP and explicitly reported as concerning for serious pathology. However, the reviewing GP was often not the requesting GP, and these reports failed to make their way into the diagnostic processes of the treating doctors.

- Inappropriate prescribing
Inappropriate prescribing, especially of opioids, comprises one in 20 claims made to Avant Mutual. 7

Our review identified a number of cases where multiple GPs were involved in prescribing medications, and where prescribing failed to comply with state prescribing legislation and compromised patient safety. In some situations, high risk medications were prescribed to the same patient by more than ten different GPs across multiple practices. With no single GP assuming full responsibility for the patient, it appeared that each individual GP assumed a pattern whereby medications were prescribed based on previous prescribing behaviours.

**Failure of preventive medicine**
In some compensation claims, allegations of negligence involved failure to address modifiable risk factors of disease. Examples included failing to manage high cholesterol levels and hypertension, to mitigate the future risk of vascular disease. It is unsurprising that management of these risk factors — which require patient engagement and motivation, regular follow-up, careful liaison with specialists, and titration of medication over time — was impacted by fragmented care.

**Discussion**
Because we searched the case file database for cases involving fragmented care and adverse outcomes, we cannot draw any conclusions on causality. However, in this highly selected case series we had a unique opportunity to examine where failures and contributing factors were analysed by medical experts, legal experts, regulatory bodies and coronial inquests.

Throughout these cases, there was a recurring theme of individual GPs believing they were not the primary care provider. Many GPs incorrectly considered that, while they had a duty of care in relation to the presenting complaint during one particular consultation, they were not responsible for taking care of all issues in the patient’s background. There was a range of outcomes for the doctors involved, including regulatory action, adverse comment by coroners and medical regulators, and compensation payments by the doctor’s insurer.

Each doctor has a duty to exercise reasonable care and skill in treating patients (Rogers v Whitaker [1992] HCA 58). This extends to examination, diagnosis and treatment, and providing information. A GP will breach their duty of care if they do not act in...
accordance with the standard of care expected of a reasonable GP in the same circumstances.

What a doctor must do to fulfil their duty of care will differ depending on each patient’s circumstances, including the presenting problem, history, and the potential harm that might result from inappropriate care. Whether or not the patient sees another doctor does not matter. A GP has a duty independent of any other practitioner and it is not a defence to say “they were not my patient” or “I was not their usual doctor”.

Although it is difficult in busy real world practice, doctors need to be alert to the risks of fragmented care, acknowledging that health care homes and patient enrolment are not currently the established model of general practice in Australia. Simple strategies can minimise the risk of adverse outcomes:

- Reviewing and recording the patient’s reason for the visit, reading through the records of recent consultations, and reviewing the patient’s health summary for important historical background.
- Reviewing important previous investigations, even if they were ordered by a different practitioner. In some cases, My Health Record may shed light on previous conditions and investigations.
- Explicitly asking patients if they have seen other clinicians for their current health problems.
- Advising the patient of the importance of following up the results of investigations and referrals.
- Being aware of anchoring bias, and a need for critical appraisal of previous assumptions, which may stave off delayed diagnoses.
- Attempting to ensure that appointment allocation within a practice is to the same doctor each visit where possible.

As we move into a new era of telehealth, mechanisms to limit unrestrained fluidity of primary care — such as the current temporary Medicare Benefits Schedule telehealth requirement to have seen a patient face-to-face in the previous 12 months — will become important (notwithstanding the acknowledged limitations of telehealth).

**Conclusion**

Our findings identified three key areas in which fragmented care was associated with adverse outcomes or a greater risk of patient harm: diagnostic error, poor prescribing practices, and deficits of preventive medicine. An awareness of risk mitigation strategies is essential to ensure that the negative outcomes of fragmented care are limited.
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